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The semiempirical calculation of the electronic structure of a perfect KCl crystal carried out
within the framework of the large unit cell model is compared with those performed using the
cluster model. The positions of the ground state one-electron levels of the impurity ions T1+ and
TIZ+ within the gap are also calculated using molecular clusters of different sizes. The procedure
which takes into account the crystal lattice polarization produced by a charged impurity ia
proposed for the calculation of T1*+levels. The electronic density distributions and the impurity
level positions with respect to the KCl bands are compared for both the defects.

HOJIY3MIIHPH9eCKHM MeTOAOM M a n n u ~ e ~ a - P m ~ e ~ 6 eBbIIIOJlHeHbI
pra
ti COnOCTaBJleHbX
PaC’IeTbI 3JIeKTPOHH08 CTPYKTJ’PbI COBepJIIeHHOrO KpHCTaJIJIa KCl B MODeJrIl PaCIIIllpeHHOB 3JIeMeHTapHOZlr RsefiHti H MOJleHyJlRpHbIX IEJIaCTepOB pa3HOrO pa3Mepa. BbIIIOnHeH
paCqeT IIOJIOXeHHR OAH03JleKTpOHHbIX YPOBHeB OCHOBHOrO COCTOIIHHR IIptiMeCHbIX
Ae@ewoB T1+ H TI2+ B paMrcax MoneKympHbIx IcaacTepoB p a 3 ~ o r op a a ~ e p a .Aria
pacseTa a a p ~ r n e ~ ~ one#ema
ro
(Hanp. T12+) rrpenJroxeH cnoco6 yseTa n o n ~ p u 3 a u ~ ~
HpncTanna a a p s ~ oDe4eKTa.
~
ConocTaBnReTca pacnpeneneme W I ~ K T ~ O H H O Z ~ ~ IIJIOTHOCTH BOKPYr 0 6 0 ~ 1ne#eKTOB
~.
EI IIOJlOWeHHe HHAYlUiPOBaHHbIX IIpHMeCbH, JlOKaJIbHbIX
YpOBHefi.

1. Introduction
At present there exist many papers devoted to the calculations of impurity properties
of crystals (e.g. [l to 31).However, attention is seldom paid to the position of the defect
levels relative t o the perfect crystal bands, the knowledge of which is necessary for
estimates of the efficiency of such processes as optical and thermoionization of
defects, chemiluminescence, adsorption, tunnelling recombination, and so on. T h e
application of semiempirical quantum-chemical methods in the last decade has
permitted t o study the electronic structure both of defect and perfect crystals within
the framework of the same computational scheme, which is necessary t o determine
with reliability the defect level positions within the perfect crystal gap.
Such calculations are carried out within the framework of two models: the molecular cluster (MC) [4]and the large unit cell (LUC) models [ 5 ] . The former deals with
the electronic structure of a crystal fragment (perfect or containing a n impurity)
embedded into the electrostatic field of the rest crystal. The latter considers the electronic states of a crystal constructed of large unit cells, each of which may contain
a defect, if a n imperfect crystal is considered. Obviously in the LUC model defects
are distributed periodically over the crystal. Proceeding within the MC model of t h e
perfect crystal one is not able t o connect the crystal fragment states obtained with
the perfect band states in the Brillouin zone. Furthermore this model is of limited
use for covalent crystals [6, 71 for which the LUC model appears to be most convenient.
1)
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On t,he other hand, the study of a n impurity electronic structure within the LUC
model is embarrassed by the necessity t o consider a rather large quasimolecule, for
which the impurity bandwidth (caused by the interaction between the periodically
distributed defects) has t o be negligible. It is possible t o simplify drastically the consideration of LUC for defects with high point symmetry [a]. However, the computational problems for the defects with low point symmetry (e.g. H and other molecular
centres in alkali halides) are considerable. Moreover, the LUC model is in principle
inapplicable for defects charged relative t o the crystalline lattice (e.g. V,, F-, TP+,
TlO,and other activation centres in alkali halides), that is why one should study such
defects only within the MC model.
I n order to estimate the positions of impurity levels within the crystal gap it is
necessary t o compare the results of calculations for both the perfect crystal and the
crystal containing the impurity. The direct juxtaposition of two corresponding oneelectron schemes is often unjustified for both models because of the discrepancies in
the effective charges of atoms (and corresponding one-electron energies) surrounding
the defect and similar atoms in a perfect crystal fragment which is caused by the
rather small sizes of MC and LUC used. Moreover it is convenient t o choose the shape
of MC according t o the point symmetry of the defect crystal (0, for the point defects
in the f.c.c. NaCl lattice sites). Such crystal fragments are usually charged [9] (see also
below) due to which the corresponding one-electron levels are shifted. I n turn when
studying the perfect crystal it is reasonable to choose such a neutral MC which reproduces the stoichionietrie of the perfect crystal (e.g. in form of the invariant Bravais
parallelepiped which takes into account the translational symmetry of a crystal
[9, 101).
However, i t should be noted that the comparison of a perfect crystal fragment with
t h e cluster containing a defect and having the same size and shape, permits us to
estimate the region around the defect over which its influence is spread.
I n order to compare the results of two calculations (for perfect and imperfect crystals) we have suggested the procedure [lo] which brings the middle-points of deep
valence bands (e.g. 3s C1 bands in KCI) into coincidence, which implies a n equal shift
of all the occupied energy levels caused by the difference in effective charges of ions.
However, two problems still remain:
1. I s it more reasonable t o compere the results of the defect structure calculation
performed within the MC model with those of the perfect crystal obtained either
within the LUC model (which is known t o reproduce the perfect crystal properties
niore reliably) or t o use the same MC model t o study the perfect crystal?
2. How is i t possible t o take into account a polarization of the perfect crystal
lattice by an excess defect charge when the charged defects are considered ?
The purpose of the present paper is t o clarify these questions using as examples the
T1+, T12+ centres in KC1 crystals.

2. The Perfect KCI Crystal
The semiempirical method of Mulliken-Riidenberg (selfconsistent charge and configuration) [lo, 111 has been used for the calculations both within the MC and LUC
models, the formulae and the parameters are given in [ll]. The computational
program applied makes use of a point symmetry of a quasimolecule (according t o
[gb]) which enables us t o consider the fragment containing 125 atoms (9 spheres of
ions around the central one, 311 basis functions) with moderate Computational
efforts.
I n Table 1 the results for the perfect crystal KC1 are given corresponding t o the
LUC containing 8 unit cells K,Cl,, which reproduces the electronic states a t the bottom
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of the conduction band and at the edges of the s, p valence bands
X, and L points
in the Brillouin zone [ll]).The results for two MC’s containing 27 and 125 atoms
(3 and 9 spheres of ions around the central one, respectively) are also given there.
The energy in the middle-point of t,he 3s and 3p valence bands, -EF, --G,
the 3p
valence band width, E;, the gap (AE,), and the effective charges of ions (1ql) are
assumed to be the most representative crystal properties. It can be seen from Table 1
that the valence bandwidths obtained for both MC’s are underestimated as compared
to those from the L U C model (due to a limited number of anions whose interactions
are considered [7, 9]).2)
The effective charges of ions in the L U C are greater than those in the MC. Also
a distinctive accumulation of electronic charge on the boundary atoms of the cluster
is observed, which is accompanied with the splitting off of electron levels from the
valence bands (“surface effect”) caused by only partial compensation of dangling
bonds by the electrostatic crystal field outside the cluster. The values of energetic
properties in all these calculations appear to be very similar.
At a first sight one could expect that the enlarging of the MC should “stabilize” the
results making them more close to those for LUC. However, it can be seen from Table 1
that this is not the case for most crystal properties except for the valence bandwidths.
Perhaps this is a consequence of a few effects, namely 1. the change in the total charge
of MC should cause a shift of one-electron levels; 2 . different compensation of dangling
bonds for different clusters by the electrostatic field of the rest crystal; 3. a contribution of surface-induced states in the evaluation of the energetic properties.
Taking all the above-said into account in order to estimate reliably the position of
defect levels within the crystal gap, the results of the defect calculation performed
within the MC model can be compared with those made in the framework of the L U C
niodel for the perfect crystal.
Table 1
The features of the perfect KCl crystal obtained in MC and LUC models (energiesin eV,
charges in e)
model

LUC [K,CI,]:
MR method
EH method [7]
MC [K,,CI,J :
MR method
EH method [7]
MR [K,,CI,,]+
exp. [15]

-Ef

-E;

23.18
22.83

12.28
11.83

3.18
2.93

11.23
13.21

0.794
0.94

22.60
23.05
23.60

11.65
12.06
12.56

1.90
1.81
2.64

10.96
12.80
10.51

0.762-0.807
0.9-0.94
0.731 -0.794

9.6
(11.0)

2.3

8.4
(11.8)

0.78

MR - Mulliken-Rudenberg,EH - extended Huckel.
To compare the calculated values with experiment a valence band polarization correction (- 1.4 eV) must be added to the experimental value of E;, whereas the sum of
polarization correctionsfor both bands (3.4 eV) must be added to the experimental A E ,
[14, 151 (given in parenthesis).
In MC charge calculations the first value is given for the central ion.
2, For a comparison also the results of the calculation of a 27-atomic cluster are given using the
extended Hiickel method (EH) [7]. It can be seen that some properties (especially 4) differ
considerably from those obtained by means of the Mulliken-Riidenberg(MR) method.
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3. Electronic States of KCkT1
We have considered the T1 impurity ion in two different charge states, T1+, TP+,
which correspond to neutral and positively charged centres, respectively. These centres
are studied experimentally in detail which facilitates theoretical investigations. The
parameters for T1 are the same as in [7].
3.1 The T1+ centre

Due t o the impurity perturbation two local states with symmetry alg split off above
and below the 3p valence band, respectively. These are the mixed states whose molecular orbitals (MO’s) contain 6s atomic orbitals (AO’s)of T1 (with expansion coefficients
of the order of 0.6 t o 0.7) and 3p AO’s of the six nearest anions. I n Table 2 the values
are given for both the absolute values of energies and for the alg level positions relative
t o the valence band edges in the KC1 crystal for these levels. The perfect crystal is
studied within the LUC model (Table 1) and t o place defect levels within the gap the
procedure [lo] has been used3). The calculations are carried out for two MC’s containing 27 and 125 atoms being quite similar t o those MC’s used previously for the
perfect crystal. For comparison also the results of the extended Huckel calculation
of a 27 atomic cluster [7] are given.
Table 2
The position of impurity alg levels of TI+,T12+centres with respect to the edges of the
valence band calculated for different MC’s (energies in eV, charges in e)

MC simulating
TI+

absolute energies
of alg levels

rT1Kl*clI41[TIKf32C1621+
EH [TIK,,Cll4]- [7]
Green functions [6]
LUC [TIK,CI,]

-15.76
-16.36
-14.49

MC simulating TI2+
[TIKJhIO
[TIKB2C16,]2+
l)

- 7.9

positions of &Ig levels
relative to the band
edgesl)

0 1

2.37
2.63
2.02
2.0
3.95

1.15
1.11
1.28
1.12

1.49
1.10

1.56
1.53

-16.55

- 6.32

-2.31
-2.29
-1.52
-2.2
-2.10

-19.82
-20.34

-11.91
-11.73

-3.21
-4.35

-

8.26
9.14

-

For LUC [K,CI,] (Table 1).

It can be seen that the effective charges and one-electron energies of the impurity
levels are similar for both MC’s and agree quite well with the generally accepted mode
of the Tlf centre (qTI= 1)and correspond t o a small-radius centre. The EHT method
shows a smaller split-off for impurity levels than the MR method. For comparison also
the results of Green functions calculation 1121 are given. Apparently the value of the
split-off in the MR method exceeds also slightly the results of the latter [ E l . It
should be noted, however, that the results of [la] depend strongly on the perfeccrystal features employed. I n [lZ] the latter have been taken from the AYW calculat
tion [13] which is known t o underestimate significantly the p valence bandwidth.
Bearing this in mind the correlation between our results should be denoted as quite
_~_...___.

3, When determining the energy in the middle-point of the 3s band for the MC containing the
defect it is necessary to exclude the surface states as well as mixed states connected with the
impurity whose influence can be the order of a few tenth of eV.
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satisfactory. The energy difference between two alg levels in the 127 atomic cluster is
only 0.3 eV greater than in the 27 atomic cluster.
According t o the results of the Green function method [12] some induced halogen
levels with different symmetry have t o split off into the gap in addition t o the two
impurity levels. I n our calculation these states connected with the anions of two
nearest anion spheres appear to be quasilocal (situated within the 3p valence band).
This discrepancy is possibly connected with the mentioned essential difference between
the valence bandwidths in both calculations.
The obtained results which confirm the small radius of the impurity T1+ centre are
also supported by a n analysis of the electron density distribution around the defect.
I n Table 3 the effective charges are given for two clusters corresponding t o the perfect
crystal fragment and the similar one in which a central cation is replaced by thallium.
I n the defect crystal fragment the negative charge 0.26e is transferred from T1 t o the
six anions nearest t o Tlf as compared with the anion charges in the perfect crystal
fragment. The effective charge differences of the ions in the next nearest sphere
around the central ion is less than 0.01e and becomes less than 10-4e in the fifth
sphere of ions. Thus the influence of the T1+ impurity is restricted t o about three
nearest spheres - in good agreement with a number of experimental and theoretical
results (cf. [l]).Similar results are also obtained for the 27 atomic cluster.
Along with the two aIg thallous levels there is one more mixed level having the
symmetry eg. It is situated within the 3p valence band and consists of both 6s A 0 from
T1 (with expansion coefficient in MO = 0.8) and 3p AO’s from eight anions in the
third sphere (111) (contrary to the nearest anions participating in the alg levels).
Table 3
Charge distribution for 125 atom MC’s simulating the perfect KCl crystal and both T1+,
T12+centres (charges in e)
coordinates number
of a sphere of ions
000
100
110
111
200
210
211
122

1
6
12
8
6
24
24
24

perfect crystal

[K,,cI,,I+
0.731
-0.731
0.730
-0.730
0.743
-0.741
0.743
-0.761

T1+
[TIK&l,z]+
1.11
-0.776
0.721
-0.731
0.743
-0.741
0.743
-0.761

T1’+
[TIK6&&.z]a+
1.53
-0.705
0.717
-0.733
0.745
-0.739
0.744
-0.760

3.2 T12f centre

I n order t o calculate the electronic structure of a charged (relative t o the lattice)
defect it is necessary t o take into account the crystal lattice polarization due to its charge. We suggest that this can be achieved by adding to (subtractingfrom) the diagonal
matrix elements of Fockian, FPp,(I p ) is a n impurity AO) the lattice polarization energy
due t o a positively (negatively) charged centre. This procedure is completely similar
to that applied in the theory of polarization corrections for interband transitions
[14], which considers the decrease of the energy a t the bottom of the conduction band
and the increase of the energy a t the top of valence band by the effect of excess electrons and holes caused by the interband transition (of. [15] and comment t o Table 1).
When the electron is completely localized on the impurity the use of the estimations
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[14,151 is straightforward. Otherwise the additional self-consistence of these corrections must also take into account the excess electron (hole) density distribution around
the defect (which is the case, e.g. for the quasimolecular V, centre).
The results of such calculations are given in Tables 2, 3 for the T12+impurity ion
in two MC's containing 27 and 125 atoms. The absolute energy values are lowered
drastically as compared t o those for T1+ as a consequence of the change in the total
charge of MC. This demonstrates the necessity of the procedure which brings the
energy levels of different quasimolecules into coincidence [101. The energy difference
between the alg levels for the different clusters is greater in this case than for the T1+
centre and equals 0.7 eV. As compared t o the T1+ the upper alg level containing the
hole is situated closer t o the valence band. (Obviously the neglect of the polarization
correction should cause a significant lowering of the impurity level so that i t could
appear t o be within the valence band).
I n [16] the optical absorption bands of the positively charged mercury-like activator
centres (T12+,In2+,and Ga2+)in KC1 have been qualitatively interpreted using a quasimolecule quite similar t o the 27 atomic cluster used in our investigation. The authors
of [16] have connected four absorption bands with the transitions from four levels
with symmetry tl, t o the hole level. Two of these levels have been supposed t o be
quasilocal, whereas the two others have been estimated t o be below the valence band.
Our calculation shows that two such levels (consisting of 3p AO's from six nearest
anions) appear t o be quasilocal, one level is situated within the valence band near its
bottom (possibly because of the overestimated valence bandwidth), and the fourth
level is situated below the valence band, the latter two being constructed of the eight
anious from the third sphere. The energy difference between the lowest level with tl,
symmetry and the hole alg level is equal t o 4.6 eV which is sligthly smaller than the
experimental value [16]. The calculation shows also t h a t there exist some quasilocal
levels having other symmetry which might also contribute t o the optical absorption
(e.g. the e, level which is constructed of 3p AO's from six nearest anions and is
situated near the top of the valence band and the t2, level which is constructed of
AO's from anions in both first and third anionic spheres around the defect and is
situated near the middle of the valence band).
The effective charges of the impurity obtained in both calculations are close and they
show that nearly half the hole is distributed over the surrounding ions. (The significant
covalency in the bonding between T12+ and the environment is supported by ESR
data [17]). The electronic density distribution around the defect shows that - contrary
to the Tl+ centre - the electronic density has passed partly from the nearest anions
t o the impurity. The redistribution of the electronic density around the T12+ centre
extends over a much broader range (five t o six spheres) than in the case of the Tl+
centre. It should be noted that the calculation of such a n impurity centre in the framework of the Green functions method is a very complicated problem [18] though the
procedure is also not free from semiempirical approximations.
An attempt of the calculation for the negatively charged (relative t o the lattice)
T1" centre in the framework of the procedure described above results in the fall of the
defect ground state into the conduction band. This is possibly caused by the significant difference between the actual value of the electrostatic field of rather diffuse 6p
A 0 of T1" and the employed value of the point-ion (Madelung) field 4). Indeed a n
estimate using recent quantum-chemical calculations of the electrostatic field in crystal lattice sites, which take into account the non-point-ion effects [20], show that this
effect may lower the position of the ground state level down t o about 3 eV and
lead t o its position about a n eV below the bottom of the conduction band in accor4,

Possibly this is the cause of a similar effect for an excited state of the F centre [19].
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dance with experimental data. More detailed calculations for T1" are now in progress.
Thus the calculation of defect electronic states within the MC model should be
compared with the band structure calculations of the perfect crystals. The simple
scheme proposed to take into account the lattice polarization due to the defect charge
allows us to estimate the position of the ground state (hole) level of the T12+centre
and may be useful in calculations of non-point centres in crystals (e.g. for the molecular-like V, centre),
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